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Millimeter-Wave-based radar has gained attention in recent years for automotive
and object detection applications [1]. Several new applications are also emerg-
ing which employ mm-Wave radar techniques to construct short range mm-
Wave 3D imaging systems for security screening and biomedical applications
[2]. At present, these types of 3D mm-Wave imagers have only been demon-
strated in III-V technology, as CMOS-based radar suffers several range and res-
olution limitations due to limited output power and linearity. 

Most CMOS mm-Wave radar systems used in automotive applications are based
on Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) ranging techniques in
which the carrier is swept to produce a frequency offset at the receiver output
proportional to the round-trip distance between the radar and target [3]. While
FMCW is an excellent approach for accurate ranging, its implementation
becomes particularly difficult at high frequencies as the resolution is heavily
dependent on sweep linearity and the high RF front-end performance required to
support the wideband swept carrier.  For 3D mm-Wave imaging applications,
this high operating frequency is indispensable as the attainable spatial (XY) res-
olution is fundamentally limited by the wavelength of the imaging system. Higher
frequency also helps relax focusing lens requirements, as the optical diffraction
limit is set by the ratio of the radar wavelength over the lens aperture size.

Phase-based radar is an alternative approach to ranging, and directly measures
the round-trip time by estimating the phase delay of the carrier. Its unique
advantages include the fact that that the carrier does not need to sweep across
a wide frequency range, relaxing RF front-end bandwidth and linearity require-
ments. Its resolution is limited only by the system noise, allowing very high res-
olution to be achieved if long integration periods are used.  Provided the target
is a slow motion object (<10m/sec) for security screening, an integration time of
2μs would only produce 0.02mm of distance inaccuracy and 0.016mm of inac-
curacy associated with the Doppler shift.  The only issue that limits the use of
phase-based radar is its intrinsic range ambiguity as the target travels beyond 1
wavelength of the carrier. To alleviate this ambiguity we propose sub-carrier suc-
cessive-approximation radar (SAR) which operates as follows:

As directly resolving the phase at the carrier frequency of 144GHz is quite diffi-
cult, we instead propose to conduct successive ranging measurements at
increasing IF frequencies within 1 to 400 MHz to eliminate the range ambiguity.
In this demonstrated 2-step successive-approximation system shown in Fig
15.7.1, a coarse scan is first performed at an IF of 189MHz and a 50%-of-wave-
length decision is made. Every pixel depth value in the coarse scan is either 0 or
half of the wavelength of 189MHz. Then a fine scan is performed at 378MHz to
provide the higher resolution. Finally, the coarse and fine scanning results are
added to produce a final 3D image. These two frequencies (189/378MHz) were
chosen specifically to emphasize the difference between coarse and fine capture
for the scene content presented in this paper. The final combined capture would
be similar regardless of the coarse and fine frequency selection, with the depth
resolution determined by the fine frequency selection only.

As seen in Fig. 15.7.1 the proposed radar system consists of 3 separate chips:
transmitter, receiver and phase estimator. The transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX)
chips contain a 48GHz mm-Wave synthesizer cascaded with a nonlinear ampli-
fier to generate a large 3rd-order harmonic and provide a subharmonic injection
locking [4] to a 144GHz oscillator used for the LO. The mm-Wave synthesizer is
a derivative of the one presented in [5]. Both TX and RX synthesizers are locked
to the same crystal to enable the desired coherent phase detection. The trans-
mitter upconverts the IF signal to a 144GHz double-sideband signal (DSB) and
broadcasts it to the target via a 5-stage caterpillar (named for its layout shape)
PA with on-chip antenna. The on-chip antenna is formed by simply adding lifted
(floating) bondwires onto the output pads forming a crude dipole antenna. The

antenna gain is not high (<-10dBi) but sufficient to fulfill the radar’s SNR require-
ments. At the receiver the 144GHz signal reflected back from the target is ampli-
fied by a 5-stage caterpillar LNA and downconverted. As the IF is quite low ver-
sus the carrier frequency, the narrow bandwidth associated with a 5-stage ampli-
fier is still enough to support the DSB signal. 

The phase estimation chip contains a delay-locked loop (DLL) with a D-flip-flop
phase detector and a current-steering charge pump. The DLL chip copies the IF
signal at the input of the TX and then tracks the phase of the received signal. This
renders the DLL’s control voltage proportional to the round-trip distance. The
phase estimation chip can easily be integrated with the RX or TX chip but was
separated in this work for testing purposes. Both LNA and PA are laid out as
caterpillar amplifiers (based on transformer-coupled stages). The LNA uses cas-
code stages, while the PA uses common-source stages as the TX gain required
is lower. At each stage the bias for the amplification and cascode devices is set
by a control DAC. Control DACs are also used to adjust the bias of the frequen-
cy tripler, the VCO tuning, and the divider current control in the mm-Wave syn-
thesizer. The schematic for the caterpillar LNA, the PA and their key performance
metrics are shown in Fig 15.7.2.

Figure 15.7. 3 shows the test setup of the proposed radar indicating the location
of TX, RX and the associated mm-Wave focusing lenses. Bistatic lenses are used
for proof of concept, but a beamsplitter may be added in future systems to sim-
plify the optics. The IF is provided externally using bench equipment. Using the
setup shown in Fig.15.7.3, the distance response, INL (<0.76cm), and DNL
(<0.15cm) were measured with an external 8-bit ADC and shown in Fig. 15.7.4.
The definition of target distance vs. a 1m reference plane is also indicated.

In order to demonstrate the 3D imaging capability of the proposed sub-carrier
SAR radar, a replica handgun and a roll of tape are imaged using a mechanical
scanning stage placed in front of the radar. As shown in Fig. 15.7.5 the high
144GHz carrier provides excellent spatial/depth resolution (~3.3cm2/0.76cm)
capturing the details of both the gun and tape at over 1m of target distance. 

The system performance data of the proposed radar is listed in Fig. 15.7.6 and
compared against other state-of-the-art mm-Wave radar systems. The proposed
sub-carrier SAR phased-based radar demonstrates 50X better depth resolution
than that of the best FMCW CMOS radar at 77GHz [1] and 3X better than that of
the best FMCW III-V radar [2].  It also shows 4X better in spatial resolution than
that of CMOS references [1,3]. The total die area of the TX, RX and phase esti-
mator chips is 4.38mm2. Power consumption for the entire radar system is
457mW. Die photos of all thee chips are shown in Fig. 15.7.7 with major circuit
blocks identified.
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Figure 15.7.1: Principle of operation and block diagram of proposed sub-
carrier SAR phase radar.

Figure 15.7.2: Schematics and performance of TX and RX mm-Wave front-
end.  *LNA gain is simulated values as stand-alone LNA is not available. 
** PA and ILO are measured from stand-alone test chips.

Figure 15.7.3: Test setup photo showing scanning stage and front-end 
bistatic optics. (note the lenses have been lowered so that TX and RX are 
visible in the picture.)

Figure 15.7.5: 3D Image capture showing coarse and fine capture steps of a
replica handgun and metallic tape roll at 1m target distance with 2μs integra-
tion time. (Z-axis scaling has been adjusted to emphasize the 3D shapes.)

Figure 15.7.6: Performance summary and comparison with state-of-the-art
mm-Wave radars.

Figure 15.7.4: Target distance response, INL, DNL and spectrum of proposed
sub-carrier SAR phase radar. Note the 0.0cm reference plane is set at 1m 
distance from the radar lenses. The scanning stage is limited to 18cm of trav-
el in Z direction.
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Figure 15.7.7: Die-photos of transmitter, receiver, and DLL chips.


